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Western clocks served as a bridge between the western world and the Chinese
imperial court, and advanced East-West cultural exchanges during the Ming
and Qing dynasties. Their history in China and their story in the palace are
forever captivating and enchanting. Clocks were more than just gifts from
missionaries: they were the emperors’ favorites.

The Origin of Western Clocks in China
Western clocks first entered China during the Ming dynasty and spread
throughout the country like no other western object. The journey that they
made, however, was not easy at the beginning. Had the following unexpected
incident not happened, Ming and Qing China would probably never have
been the way it was. In 1601, Matteo Ricci, an Italian missionary, presented
Ming Emperor WanLi with two exquisitely made automatic clocks.

Unfortunately, the gifts were totally forgotten by the emperor at first, who
was known for not attending his own court meetings for more than thirty
years in a row. By the time he remembered that these two exotic gifts even
existed, the clocks had stopped working. This was when Emperor WanLi
summoned Ricci back to the court, asking him and his people to “fix”
these gifts, or merely rewind them to make them function properly once
more. Different from China’s own time-telling devices, such as the sundial
or water clock, western mechanical clocks were new to the emperor and he
became impressed. Since then, these exotic products have become the key to
connecting two worlds as new clocks continued to make their way into China.
By the time the Qing Dynasty was officially founded in 1644, numerous
European missionaries had already known how much Chinese emperors
adored their handmade goods, so they all did what Matteo Ricci did, traveling
all the way to China and offering those clocks to the imperial court as a form
of tribute. Especially famous was a “Celestial Chime clock” presented to
Qing emperor ShunZhi by German missionary Johann Adam Schall von Bell.
The increasing popularity of clocks continued throughout the Qing dynasty,
heavily influencing emperors, especially Emperor QianLong, and inspiring
them to expand clock production in China.
As these time-telling objects became almost ubiquitous in the imperial
court, China’s own clock production also reached its golden age. Without
doubt, clocks became the most popular toys, or rather the emperor’s and
concubines’ most prized trinkets. While it is remarkable to see how far the
Chinese progressed in terms of learning and advancing the art and
mechanism of clocks, the journey that these trinkets underwent also reveals
the degree to which the royal family focused on fun and personal

entertainment. Although earlier rulers had previously sought western
knowledge and advancement in mechanical products, they had not found a
meaningful purpose for all of this knowledge.

The Popularity & Evolution of Western Clock
To what and whom do those exquisite clocks owe the pleasure? Within the
imperial court, they were everywhere, becoming almost like acquaintances to
the fascinated emperors. Clocks were placed in every corner of the palace.
During the YongZheng period, clocks were even hung inside the sedan chairs
where emperors sat. Eunuchs, male castrated servants in the court, carried
clocks outside of the palace when the emperor went out hunting or exploring
the southern coast. As rare objects, clocks were also awarded to important
generals or other royal family members. For example, in 1724, Emperor
YongZheng awarded Nian GengYao, the Governor of SiChuan and ShaanXi,
an automatic clock.

The prosperity of the Qing dynasty also contributed to the popularity and
manufacturing of western clocks. In the beginning, western clocks were
emperors’ favourites merely because they were easier to carry around and

more precise than other Chinese traditional timekeeping tools, such as
sundials and copper water clocks. Emperor KangXi was so interested in
western science and techniques that he learned about astronomy, history and
timing mechanisms from western missionaries.
Although the main function of western mechanical clocks was timekeeping,
the reason they were so popular was mostly because of their other special
talents. Thanks to the constant development of western mechanical
techniques, those western clocks could be wound up to twirl and turn and
play music, featuring many exciting performances, such as embellished
animals moving and decorated humans dancing. One imperial clock, for
example, featured a Chinese servant doll fanning in a to-and-fro motion.
Some other tower shaped clocks were able to slowly rise according to their
levels and go back down. The Lotus Clock had a bouquet of lotus flowers in
a gold gilded pot and each could blossom when ready. Because every clock
had a different trick, people started to disregard the most important and
original function that clocks had. Rather than time-keepers, mechanical
clocks served to divert the royal family. One can see how diminutive the role
of time-telling became based on the tiny dials embellished on the entire clock
structure. Picture a normal clock in a house now. Imagine if it was ten times
smaller and adhered to a tower or music box the size of a wooden cabinet.
This might become more of a trinket than a clock.

The Development of Qing Dynasty Clocks
The imperial court continued to pursue clocks during the Qing dynasty, and
soon it had more than one way of obtaining them. Aside from tribute from
Europeans missionaries, the emperor also had his people import many
French, Swiss and British clocks from major port cities like Guangzhou and
QuenZhou.
In addition to these purchases, Emperor KangXi’ (son of ShunZhi) also
established a western clock-making factory. He specifically hired and ordered
western clockmakers to teach his own people the art and mechanism of
clocks. Soon, the Qing imperial court began making marvelous products with
the finest materials such as beautiful wood, gold, copper, and jewels.
Therefore, China’s clock making techniques were already very welldeveloped in the QianLong period.
Many other trade areas and cities known for their handicraft industry,
including Guangzhou, Suzhou, Nanjing and Yangzhou, also saw the start of
clock production businesses. Chinese clockmakers subtly combined western
techniques with Chinese elements. On the copper gilt clocks were the three
gods of happiness, prosperity and longevity as well as dragons and phoenixes
that symbolize good luck in Chinese culture. Clocks from Guangzhou were
the most typical ones. These were modeled like pagodas, houses and other
typical Chinese buildings, and featured western enameling methods and
gilding techniques. Likewise, many clocks were shaped like bottle gourds
because in Chinese, this vegetable rhymed with the words audacity and luck.

The western clocks, both those imported and those eventually produced
within the country, varied in shape and size and could do eye-catching
“performances” once they were wound up. They grabbed people’s
attention and kept it. Such highly entertaining features made emperors and
concubines become obsessed with these mechanical objects. Stay tuned for
more interesting historical facts about clocks!

Western clocks first entered China during the Ming dynasty, and later reached
their booming period during the Qing dynasty. The main reason these diverse
western clocks became the most prized imported goods was their tremendous
popularity with not only the emperors, but also the whole palace. Since we
have learned about the origin and development of clocks in a previous article,
we will now turn to anecdotes about clocks and the Qing emperors.

In the Qing dynasty, clocks in the palace were not only tributes from Western
emissaries, or imported by the imperial court. On the contrary, most of them
were locally made in the clock-making factory or port cities. Since the
clockmakers were able to master a degree of clock-making techniques, the
Qing emperors began to offer changes incorporating Chinese elements into
the western clocks Emperor QianLong, who was KangXi’s grandson, was
especially interested in western clocks. Not only was he an eager collector,
but he was also an active participant in altering many clocks according to his
own preferences. Once, he issued a decree ordering the clockmaker to
embellish a golden lotus on top of a gourd-shaped clock. He even made a
further request asking for the lotus bud to slowly open its petals once the
clock was activated.

Such detailed instructions from the emperor, however, were not always met,
because each western clock was highly intricate and difficult to alter. Another

failed attempt happened at one of Qianlong’s favorites in the collection,
which was a four-story British clock that had a writing automaton as the main
figure custom-made by a British clock businessman.
The automaton, resembling a typical British gentleman, has in his hand a
Chinese brush and can write out eight Chinese characters praising the power
and wealth of the Qing dynasty. The emperor loved it so much that he
ordered a French clockmaker to alter the clock so that the figure could write
in Manchurian, Mongolian, and Chinese. Unfortunately, this attempt did not
succeed due to the complicated mechanics, but one could at least deduce that
the clock already included the feature of writing out Chinese characters.

Regarding the eight Chinese characters written by the automaton, the literal
English translation is “eight directions are eager to be naturalized, nine lands
come to be dominated.” This sentence caters to Qianlong’s great
ambitions of initiating a prosperous period. “Eight” and “nine” are big
numbers in Chinese culture; therefore, “eight directions” and “nine lands”
stand for all the foreign regions and countries. The wish of being
“naturalized” and “dominated” indicates that all of them admire and
respect the Qing Dynasty. These eights characters show that China, as the
centre of the world, was paid homage by foreign countries, demonstrating the
strength of the Qing dynasty. Western craftsmen, businessmen and emissaries
put much effort into pleasing China, as they hoped to expand trade and
business with the Chinese. Knowing that the emperors adored their products,
they spared no expense on their gifts for the rulers of China. On the other
hand, the emperor’s dedication to his toys also suggests the irreplaceable
position of clocks in the palace.

When it comes to this marvelous British clock, we might as well go deeply
into the person who made it, Joseph Williamson. Williamson is one of the
most famous clockmakers in London. He could master exquisite skills on
clock-making, integrated with Chinese cultural features. As a result, most of
his masterpieces were collected in the palace. For example, a music clock with
a golden pagoda he made in 1775 is decorated with sixteen golden dragons in
enamel patterns, which is a stunning combination of Chinese and Western
artistic characteristics.

Nevertheless, he was dedicated to the promotion and advancement of clockmaking techniques. He invented a long case equation regulator with cam and
differential gear. This is a chronometer not only showing the ordinary time,
but also the solar time. A clock showing days and weeks, along with the
chronometer, were both described in his letter written to the Royal Society of

London. He was extremely enthusiastic and so diligent in his work that he
even passed away in his studio.
More than 1500 mechanical clocks remain in the Forbidden City archives,
which shows just how popular clocks were in the palace several centuries ago.
Influenced by the increasing Chinese-Western exchanges initiated by the
import of western clocks, the Chinese eventually developed clocks that were
as well-made and entertaining as those the emperors first received. Whether
the clocks were made in the imperial court’s factory or in other cities, they
not only indicated that China paid much attention to the advancement of
clocks, but also showed how many resources the emperors had spent to
indulge their interests.

Meanwhile, the British Empire was enjoying prosperity due to their industry,
commercial and mechanical advancement. Clocks represented one facet of
their mechanical development, and were used as a tool to expand business in
China. This was a good opportunity to foster Chinese-Western exchanges
during the gradual corruption of the Qing dynasty, while the emperors merely
regarded clocks as entertainment and never made optimal use of them. Today,
the clocks, jewels, and other relics collected in the Palace Museum display the

magnificence of contemporary artifacts from past dynasties. We are lucky that
we can appreciate what remains from this rich history and these masterpieces.

